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ABSTRACT

We present a measurement of the b quark fragmentation function from a sample

of semi-leptonic B decays collected between 1993 and 1995 in the SLD experiment

at SLAC. The energy of each tagged B hadron was reconstructed using information

from the lepton and a partially-reconstructed charm-decay vertex. A comparison of

the scaled energy distribution with several phenomenological models of heavy quark

fragmentation was made, using the same model in each case to correct the data. The

average scaled energy was found to be (zE) = 0.697 A 0.012(stat)t~:~jj(sysi)  (prelimi-

nary).
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1 Introduction

By virtue of the large b mass, one expects that in e+e- + b~ events the b quark* will

fragment into a B hadron which carries, on average, a large fraction xE of the beam

energy. In ZO + b~ decays the b quark fragmentation function has been measured by

studying the lepton momentum spectrum [1] in semileptonic B decays, and has focused

on extracting the mean scaled B energy fraction (xE).  Such a procedure does not

allow for a precise measurement of the shape of the fragmentation function. Recently

measurements of the distribution of XE have been reported [2, 3, 4], yielding values

consistent with (~E) N 0.70. These measurements, performed using semileptonic-B

samples [2, 3] or an inclusive B sample [4], are sensitive to the procedure used to

unfold the data [5] for the effects of bin-to-bin migration due to misassigned energy in

the B energy reconstruction.

The shape of the b quark fragmentation function ~b(ZE,  Q2) at a c.m. energy Q can

be calculated in perturbative QCD [6,7] and can also be predicted by phenomenological

models such as the Peterson [S], Lund [9] and Bowler [10] models. It is important to

check the validity of the QCD and model predictions. In addition, a measurement of

~b(Z,Q2)  at Q = ?77zoc2, when compared with lower- (or higher- ) energy measurements,

allows for a measurement of QCD scaling violations in the fragmental ion function.

Finally, a number of B physics studies [11] depend upon a knowledge of the shape of

the b quark fragmentation function, so that better experimental constraints will serve

to reduce systematic errors in these measurements. The procedure described here to

measure the primary B energy in each event may be useful to analyses [12] where the

proper time t = l/~v, where v = 13B/rrzB,  l is the decay length, m~ is the B hadron

mass, and v is the velocity of the B hadron, must be known quite well.

In this analysis we use the SLD precision tracking system to select ZO + b~ decays,

where B hadrons are identified via B+ DIX decays. The charmed hadron D is identified

* Unless stated otherwise, charge-conjugate states are also implied.
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from a secondary decay vertex formed from charged tracks, and the lepton l (l = e or

p) is required to have large momentum transverse to the B flight direction. Energy

depositions, measured in the hermetic calorimeter, that are not associated to the D1

system are subtracted from the jet energy to yield the reconstructed B hadron energy.

The energy distribution is then unfolded for analysis and selection biases to yield the

b fragmentation function.

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection

The e+e- annihilation events produced at the 2° resonance by the SLAC Linear Col-

lider (SLC) have been recorded using the SLC Large Detector (SLD). A general de-

scription of the SLD can be found elsewhere [13]. This analysis used charged tracks

measured in the central drift chamber (CDC) [14] and the vertex detector (VXD) [15],

energy clusters measured in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) [16], and muon

tracks measured in the Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) [17]. Momentum measure-

ment is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6 T. The CDC and VXD give

a momentum resolution of 02[( GeV/c) -2] = (0.0026)2 + (0.0095 /p)2,  where p is the

track momentum in GeV/c. Including the uncertainty on the primary interaction

point (IP), they give a combined impact parameter resolution of 1 l@76/(pl  m)

pm, where pl is the track momentum transverse to the beam axis in GeV/c and

O is the polar angle with respect to the beamline. The result is a typical 2-prong

vertex-finding accuracy of 6rlzll( ~, = 240.0 (24.) pm for the direction along (perpendic-

ular to) the resultant vertex flight direction. The LAC energy resolution is estimated

to be ~ s 0.65/~_ [18] for hadronic showers and x 0.15/~_ [19] for

electromagnetic showers. Muon identification is provided by the WIC, while electron

identification utilizes CDC tracks and calorimeter clusters [20]. For muons of momen-

tum p > 3 GeV and in the polar angle range [ cos 0[ < 0.6 the identification efficiency

is 85%, while for electrons the efficiency varies from 50% for all electrons to 75% for
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those with high momentum and transverse momentum with respect to the nearest

jet axis [21]. Muons and electrons selected in this analysis, namely those which have

transverse momentum with respect to the nearest jet axis greater than 1.0 GeV, are

identified with purities of 99% and 75%, respectively.

The trigger and initial selection of hadronic events is described in [22]. A set of cuts

was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and events well-contained within

the detector acceptance. Charged tracks were required to have (i) a closest approach

transverse to the beam axis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm along the axis from the

measured interaction point; (ii) a polar angle O within [ cos O I< 0.80; and (iii) a

momentum transverse to the beam axis, pl > 0.150 GeV/c. Events were required to

have (i) a minimum of seven such tracks; (ii) a thrust axis [23] polar angle &- within

lcos8~l < 0.71; and (iii) a total visible energy Eu~, of at least 20 GeV, which was

calculated from the selected tracks assigned the charged pion mass.

The efficiency for selecting hadronic events satisfying the I cos 8~ I cut was esti-

mated to be above 96%. The background in the selected event sample was estimated

to be 0.1 + 0.1%, dominated by 2° ~ ~+7- events. For our Monte Carlo (MC)

study the JETSET7.4 [24] event generator was used, with parameter values tuned to

hadronic e+e- annihilation data [25], combined with a simulation of B-decays tuned

to T(4S) data [26] and a simulation of the SLD. Distributions of single particle and

event topology observable in the selected events were found to be well-described by

the simulation [27].

3 B Hadron Selection

We first applied a jet-finding algorithm to define a jet topology of each event. We used

the JADE algorithm [28] with y, = 0.02. To identify jets containing semileptonically-

decaying B hadrons we considered jets containing an identified muon or electron with

a transverse momentum pi of at least 1 GeV/c with respect to the nearest jet axis.
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Figure 1 shows the lepton pj distribution in the data compared with the MC simulation

in which the origin of the leptons is indicated. The efficiency for this selection to

correctly identify the lepton in jets containing true B -D ZX decays was estimated from

the MC simulation to be 38% and the purity of the selected jet sample was estimated

to be 72%. The purity was improved by the addition of D vertex information, as

described below.

In each selected jet we then searched for a secondary D vertex comprised of tracks

whose 3D impact parameter was inconsistent with the IP by at least lc. Two-prong

vertex candidates were formed from all pairs of such tracks satisfying the following

requirements: the momentum of the track was required to be in the range 0.150 <

p < 55.0 GeV/c; the distance of closest approach in the radial and axial directions was

required to be less than 1 cm to remove background from K: decays and ~ conversions;

the track was required to be well-contained in the CDC, with [ cos 0[ s 0.70, have at

least 40 hits in the CDC and to be well-linked to hits in the VXD, If the distance-

of-closest-approach of the two tracks was less than 0.012 cm the pair was fitted to a

common vertex and the vector F from the IP to the fitted vertex position was calculated

in 3D. Two-prong vertices were then required to have: a X2 value for the vertex fit

< 5; an invariant mass of the pair of tracks, mD, consistent with a D hadron, 0.3 <

mD < 1.9 GeV/c2; and an invariant mass including the lepton, mB, less than the

B hadron mass, ?nB < 4.5 GeV/c2. The resultant D flight distance was required to

make a projection onto the jet axis rD > 0.05 cm, and this quantity normalized by its

error rD /u,~ was required to be greater than unity. If the distance-of-closest-approach

between the resultant D momentum and the lepton momentum was less than 0.012 cm,

a vertex fit of these momenta was made as a measure of the B vertex position. The

distance from this position to the D vertex position, projected onto the D momentum

vector was required to exceed 0.025 cm, and this

required to exceed unity. Higher-prong vertices

vertices were found, in which case an effective

quantity normalized by its error was

were formed if two or more 2-prong

vertex was taken to contain all the
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relevant tracks. From our data sample collected in the 1993 and 1994/1995 runs, 505

events contained at least one selected vertex and a selected lepton. The distribution

of the number of tracks per vertex for these events is shown in Figure 2.

The purity of the final semileptonic B sample was defined to be the fraction of the

tagged events whose identified leptons l are from B ~DIX, and was estimated from the

MC simulation to be 84.5%. A further 12% of the selected events contain B decays with

a cascade, punch-through or mis-identified lepton, and are still useful. The remaining

3.5% are non-b~ events. For the 84.5% of tagged events with the desired topology, we

list in Table 1 the efficiencies for selecting vertices from the different charmed species.

Further, in this sample, we identify “true” vertices to be those vertices whose original

two candidate tracks both originate from a D decay, and “fake” vertices to be those in

which one or more of the tracks is not from a D. We define the purity II as the number

of true vertices divided by the total number of found vertices, and list it also in Table 1

along with the D hadron origin of selected vertices in the sample.

4 Measurement of the B Energies

We then proceeded to reconstruct the B hadron energy ~~c according to

(1)

where Eb is the energy of the jet containing the B hadron and ~~rag is the total energy in

the jet not attributed to the B. Ej,.g is the sum of the charged and neutral components,

E~~~ and E~Z~g, respectively. E~~g is the sum of the energy, using the momentum and

assuming the pion mass, of all the charged tracks in the jet, not counting the lepton

and the vertex tracks. E~~jg is the sum of the energy of calorimeter clusters in the

jet that are not associated to charged tracks, The cluster energy scale was calibrated

from studies of no - ~~ in the data [18]. For 2-jet events the event was divided

into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust, axis, and E~T@g was

calculated for the hemisphere containing the B hadron candidate. For 3-jet events we
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corrected the jet energies according to the angles between the jet axes and assuming

overall energy and momentum conservation in each event. Labeling the jets 1,2 and

3 and the angles between them 023, 013 and 012, the corrected energy of jet 1 is given

by El = @(sin 023) /(sin 012 + sin 023+ sin 013), with corresponding expressions for jets

2 and 3. This procedure is described in more detail in reference [29], and results in

improved jet energy resolution. l?j,og was then calculated for the jet containing the B.

For the JADE algorithm and y, value used, approximately 9% of the selected events

were classified as 4-jet states. Since for the 4-jet topology the jet energy correction

technique is not applicable, we treated the 4-jet events in the same manner as the 2-jet

events.

We note that the JETSET7.4 event generator used in our MC simulation does not

produce orbitally-excited B** mesons, and there is now evidence for their production

in ZO decays [30]. We corrected our simulation to account for them. For 20.7% of all

B hadrons in our simulation, we adjusted the energy &’”’ to -E$’”’ + l%, where the

pion energy E. was produced according to an isotropic 2-body decay distribution for

B** ~ B~*, assuming a B** mass of 5.7 GeV/c2.

Figure 3 shows a MC simulation of the correlations between the reconstructed and

true values of Ej~g and E~~~g. We studied the dependence of the correlations on thrust

axis polar angle and found consistent. results over the range I cos 6$-I s 0.71. A second-

order polynomial was fitted to the Ef~~g correlation plot and was used to correct. this

quantity for each jet measured in the data. The resulting distribution of E~’c is shown

for the data in Figure 4. A cross-check on jet axis modeling, made by varying y, in

the range 0.005 s yC s 0.02 and repeating the analysis, also yielded consistent results.

Also shown in Figure 4 is the expected contribution from all non-B ~DIX events, as

estimated from the MC simulation.

Figure 5 shows a histogram of (E~”’ – E&c)/E~r”’ for the simulated events, com-

pared with a 2-Gaussian fit, the peak positions of which were constrained to be equal.

The small tails, narrow inner core and asymmetric shape are features of this analysis.
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The 2-Gaussian fit yields a core containing 96% of the events with a ~10% resolution.

5 Correction of the B Energy Distribution

The measured B energy distribution must be corrected for background contributions,

acceptance effects, the effects of missing or extra tracks in a reconstructed D vertex,

extra neutral energy from D* and D** production, and the effects of misassigned extra

tracks and clusters in jets. These effects can cause bin-to-bin migrations between the

true and reconstructed distributions.

To obtain the normalized distribution of ZE, labeled D!&&, we performed a full

matrix unfolding procedure to the normalized distribution of E~c, labeled D&~:

where ~ is the diagonal matrix comprising the acceptance correction, S is a diagonal

matrix comprising the background subtraction, and E is a non-diagonal unfolding

matrix. A similar equation can be constructed for the MC simulated events, with Dg~e

and D#e$ the true and reconstructed normalized, scaled E$’”’ and E&c distributions.

respectively:

(3)

● and S were determined from the MC simulation, and an iterative procedure [2] using

equations 2 and 3, was used to calculate E. We used 12 energy bins.

The calculation of E is problematic, in that it depends on the shape and parameters

of the assumed input b fragmentation function in the MC simulation. We therefore

adopted the following iterative procedure for investigating the shape-dependence of the

unfolding matrix E. We chose a particular function and fitted it to the data distribution

of Ej’c, using MINUIT [31] to minimize the X2, where the error in each bin was taken

to be the square root of the expected number of entries in that bin. At the zeroth

iteration E was taken to be the unit matrix 1, and Ddma&  was evaluated and used as
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the MC input D~&. E was then constructed event-by-event on the right-hand-side

of equation 3 and inserted in equation 2 to re-derive D~&. Throughout, we used

universal c and S. The iteration was repeated until the value of Ddma$e in each bin

changed by less than +10%  from its value at the previous iteration.

The final unfolded D~u~ depends on the function chosen for this process. We used

five functions, a third-order polynomial and four functions resulting from models of the

heavy quark fragmentation†. Table 2 shows the forms of the functions used along with

their X2 values for the fit to D&.. at the initial and final iterations. The value of (zE)

and the parameters of the fit at the final iteration are also shown for each function,

with their errors. The final X2/do~ values are small due to the fact that. the iterative

procedure drives the unfolded data to resemble the function used to calculate E.

Figure 6 shows D~~e at the last iteration, derived using the functions listed in

Table 2. In contrast to [2], functions were not omitted from considerate ion because

their fit to D&~ at the zeroth iteration yielded poor X2 values. We verified that this

procedure was able to reproduce, to within statistical errors, fragmentation functions

from toy Monte Carlo models with a wide range of input (zE).  The final matrix p

indicating the degree of correlation among the statistical errors is shown in Table 3.

6 Systematic Errors and Average z~

To calculate the systematic errors in each of the 12 bins of the ZE distribution we

constructed new c and S matrices for each systematic effect under consideration and

repeated the iterative procedure to re-derive D$$$e. Sources of error were divided

into detector modeling errors and physics modeling errors, where the latter category

included the function-dependent unfolding uncertainty, as well as errors due to uncer-

tainties on experimental measurements serving as input parameters to the underlying

physics modeling. Most of the physics modeling errors were handled with a re-weighting

†The phenomenological functions are functions of the experimentally inaccessible variable

z = (-E+  Pll)hadron /(E + p)quark,  though we use them here in terms of Z-E.
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technique, where events were weighted according to the new likelihood with which they

may occur.

The neutral fragmentation energy l?~~~g measurement was found to be the main

source of detector modeling error. The neutral energy measurement uncertainty was

estimated by varying the fit parameters of the fitted correlation between the true and

reconstructed neutral fragmentation energies within their errors.

For the physics modeling errors, we varied several parameters that are described in

detail in [19] and [32]. The central values and range of variation are listed in Table 4.

The resulting uncertainty on the contents of the individual bins of D~$e was taken as

the quadrature sum in that bin of all of the variations from all the physics systematic

errors in Table 4. The uncertainty on (zE)  from each of these sources is listed in

Table 4.

The function-dependent unfolding uncertainty was estimated by repeating t he anal-

ysis separately with each of the trial functions. The central value for each bin in the

unfolded ZE distribution was defined using the Peterson function, and the error due

to the choice of trial function was taken as the extrema of the content in that bin

using the five functions. The distribution D$f!& is shown in Figure 7. In each bin the

statistical error, the unfolding error, and the total systematic error are indicated; note

that the unfolding error is typically the largest uncertainty.

The mean scaled energy (xE) = ~~~1 (xi . Dfije,i ) , where xi is the center of bin i

and D$T~c,i  is the normalized content of bin i, was calculated using in turn each of the

five functions in the iterative procedure described above. We chose the (ZE) derived

using the Peterson function as our central value, and the error due to the choice of trial

functions was taken from the extrema in (rE). We note that although the functions

used in the unfolding yield different Dd&$e, the value of (zE) was not found to be

sensitive to the choice of function (Table 2). The leading contribution to the error

(~~:~~%) comes from our uncertainty on the measurement of the neutral fragmentation

energy.
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It is interesting to investigate how well the phenomenological models can parametrize

We generated MC simulations for three particular models at several param-our

eter values. We also ran a program provided by P. Nason with parameters taken from

reference [6]. We find that all models are able to describe the data. Figure 8 shows

examples of these four theoretical models overlaid on our final D$$&.  Table 5 shows

the parameters and X2S of the plotted Bowler, BCY and Peterson functions along with

the parameter set for the Nason/Colangelo/Mele function.

7 Summary and Conclusions

Using the high-precision SLD tracking system to find secondary vertices, we have mea-

sured the b quark fragmentation function in e+e - annihilation at the ZO resonance

from a sample of semileptonically-decaying B hadrons. We reconstructed the B energy

event-by-event using the information from the lepton, a D hadron vertex, and energy

conservation. We reconstructed the energy of 96% of the tagged B hadrons with a

FWHM resolution of 10%.

We used an iterative procedure to unfold the measured fragmentation function to

the true one. We compared the fragmentation function with the predictions of several

models, in each case applying a consistent treatment of the data correction procedure.

We found that all models considered were able to describe the data. We report an

average value of the scaled primary B energy in ZO decays of

(zE) = 0.697+ 0.012(siai)~~:~~~(syst).  (PRELIMINARY)

Figure 9 shows this result in comparison with measurements from other experiments.
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Table 1: Efficiency c and purity II for selecting vertices from various D hadron types
in events with a selected lepton from a B decay. The composition C of the sample of
vertices is also shown. The MC statistical errors are less than AC = 2%, AC = 1%, and
All = 2% for all cases.
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Table 2: Functions used in the iterative unfolding. Below, the x2s of their fits to
D$f!$,  at the initial and final iteration. Also shown are the final fit parameters and
final mean scaled energy (zE) for the 5 functions.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 1.00 0.03 0.60 0.36 0.24 0.27 0.31 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.03

2 1.00 0.12 0.89 0.70 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.03

3 1.00 0.51 0.31 0.34 0.35 0.19 0.13 0.08 0.04 0.03

4 1.00 0.70 0.26 0.27 0.17 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.05

5 1.00 0.71 0.76 0.60 0.42 0.28 0.16 0.13

6 1.00 0.95 0.75 0.53 0.33 0.20 0.16

7 1.00 0.88 0.70 0.51 0.31 0.26

8 1.00 0.91 0.72 0.44 0.38

9 1.00 0.90 0.66 0.57

10 1.00 0.83 0.76

11 1.00 0.99

12 1.00

Table 3: The elements of the statistical correlation matrix Pij = ~/;j/(~i~j ), where the
l~j are the elements of the covariance matrix for bin i and j of D~U~.
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Name Parameters X2 /do.f

Peterson ~b = 0.066 11.1/10

Bowler ~b = 0.86, a = 0.18, b = 0.34 17.0/10

BCY r = 2.105 20.2/10

Nason/Colangelo/Mele As = 200 MeV, p = mb = 4.5 GeV

Q.P = 0.595, /3.P = 18.67

Table 5: Parameters and X2 values, where the error in each bin was taken to be the
square root of the expected number of entries in that bin, for the curves shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 1: Distribution of lepton transverse momentum Pi with respect to the closest
jet axis for leptons with momentum p > 4.0 GeV/c.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of tracks in selected D vertices.
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Figure 3: MC simulation of true vs. reconstructed (a) charged and (b) neutral
fragmentation energy (see text). The 2n~ -order polynomial fit in (b) is used to obtain
the neutral contribution to the fragmentation energy.
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Figure 4: for the data. Estimated background is indicated byDistribution of
the dashed line.
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Figure 5: Normalised difference between the true and reconstructed B energies from
the MC simulation. A fit is shown of 2 Gaussian distributions. The narrow Gaussian
has a FWHM of r = 0.20 and contains 96% of the area enclosed by the fitted function.
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Figure 6: D~$e, unfolded with the five separate functions. Overlaid are the fits at the
final iteration, showing that each gives a good fit. The error bars indicate uncorrelated
statistical errors only.
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Figure 7: The normalized distribution D~&. The inner error bars are statistical
errors. The middle ones show the statistical plus function-dependent errors. The outer
error bars include all systematic errors.
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Figure 8: As Figure 7. Overlaid are predictions of four theoretical models. In
the first three curves the calculated function in the variable z has been transformed
into the measurable one in terms of ZE using JETSET7.4. The fourth curve labeled
“Nason/Colangelo/Mele” [6] is calculated directly in terms of the measured variable
ZE using a program provided by P. Nason.
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Figure 9: Our measured (zE) together with LEP results [2, 3,4, 33]. Statistical errors
are indicated by the inner error bars, and the total error is shown by the outer error
bars.
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